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A Soyuz TMZ-16 launch vehicle rolling along a train track to a pad at the Baikonur cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan.

ASTANA — Russia is holding up the transfer of a space launch facility currently under
construction to Kazakhstan, the head of the Central Asian nation's space program said
Thursday.

Baiterek, which is being built at the Russia-leased Baikonur cosmodrome, is central
to Kazakhstan's ambitions to become a space power, but progession on its completion has
been marred by disagreement on how to develop the project.

Kazcosmos space agency chief Talgat Musabayev said Thursday that Baiterek was being
considered by Russian federal agencies and had resultantly been delayed.

Musabayev last year announced a revision to plans agreed in 2004 to develop Baiterek as
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a launch pad for Russia's modular Angara rocket. The facility will be converted to a launch
platform for the Ukraine-built Zenit rocket, Musabayev said.

Angara, which is still under development, is instead to be launched from the Vostochny
spaceport in Russia's Far East. That option is seen as a way for Russia to reduce its reliance
on Soviet-built Baikonur, which is located in a remote spot in southern Kazakhstan.

Ties between the countries were strained over the cleanup costs of 600 tons of toxic
propellants spilled when a Russian Proton rocket crashed at Baikonur in July.

Musabayev said last month in an interview with Izvestia that tensions between
the Kazcosmos and Roscosmos space agencies had been defused following a change
in leadership at the latter in October.

In January, President Vladimir Putin announced a joint three-year roadmap for Baikonur that
included provisions for the transfer of the Baiterek facility, Musabayev said in the interview.

Russian media cited a source in January at the United Nations as saying the delay in the
transfer of Baiterek was primarily being caused by Kazakhstan's nonmembership in the
Missile Technology Control Regime, or MTCR.

The agreement, adopted by the G7 in 1987 and joined by Russia in 1995, regulates the transfer
of technologies that can be used to build nuclear-capable missiles.

Russia's space industry could potentially face sanctions if the transfer of the launch facility
to Kazakhstan was ruled a violation of MTCR.

Kazakhstan has previously announced an intention to join MTCR.

Russia ran afoul of the regime in the early 1990s, before it was a signatory, over a cryogenic
rocket engine deal with India.

Moscow currently leases Baikonur, which boasts 15 launch pads for manned and unmanned
space launches, from Kazakhstan for an annual rental fee of $115 million.
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